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PEEK PROOF CORRECTION TAPE

M aterials : Main Casing= 
Acrylonitrile Styrene (AS)

E xternal Dimensions : 
W89.8×D22.5×H38.6mm

This correction tape conceals 
confidential information both 
from front and reverse side.

PEEK PROOF CORRECTION TAPE

CORRECTION TAPE SLIDE

M aterials : Main Casing= 
Polystyrene (PS)

E xternal Dimensions : 
W89.8×D22.5×H38.6mm

＊The Peek Proof Correction Tape refills can be used with the Slide series applicators.
WH-015PR WH-016PR

WH-014PR

WH-015BC WH-016BC WH-015BC-R
WH-016BC-R

1Point

Featuring a top layer of standard 
white tape, with a pattern printed 
on its underside, this correction 
tape obscures the corrected 
text even when viewed from 
the underside of a translucent 
surface. Use this unique product 
as a standard correction tape, or 
to mask confidential information.

Underside-reading Proof Correction Tape
2Point

Unique pattern

Cross section

White layer

Unique pattern

Adhesive layer

The unique pattern is newly 
developed for concealing a 
word or a sentence most 
efficiently.

Standard correction tape

The specially designed pattern 
hides letters

Peek Proof

Actual size 5mm width

Newly developed 
3-layered tape

Unique pattern

Tape winding mechanism
By tightening the tape around the tip in a single 
motion, the sliding head function ensures that the 
tape is instantly ready for an excellent performance. 
Slack tape is no longer a problem. Use the handy 
slide-switch to easily wind back any loose tape. 
Since there is no cap to remove (or worry about 
losing), usage is quick and efficient. 

An easy solution for loose tape
1Point

Mini Roller Head
You can achieve a 
light and fluent pulling 
action because the 
Mini Roller resists 
sideways deviation 
and applies tape 
more effectively. 

Smooth ease of use
2Point

Perfect corrections made possible 
with a consistently taut tape.CORRECTION TAPE SLIDE

Push the slide lever forward and 
the head comes out

Slide Lever

Pull the slide lever back to store 
the head inside the casing

Pull for a whole sentence Push for one letter

The eco-friendly refill is designed 
for minimum waste disposal
With this refill method, the head 
and gear remain in the casing 
thereby producing less disposable 
parts.

Easy, one-touch tape refills
4Point

Pull for a whole sentence, 
push for one letter 
Correct the exact spot 
you want to correct with 
a neat finish.

2 Way corrections
3Point

Open the casing and just put in the replacement tape
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